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“Know thy client” is more than a
business mantra these days — it’s
an essential truth on the journey
from service intermediary to trusted
adviser.
This article focuses on how
to successfully transform the
triangle between legal, finance and
procurement into a circle — where
solid relationships can be built and
real work can be done — with each
having a “seat at the table.”
The ability of a company’s
legal, finance, and procurement
departments to build a trusted
working relationship ultimately
results in real, measurable business
impact. This juncture is where
internal stakeholder satisfaction,
process efficiencies, and increased
cost savings become aligned toward
a greater return for all.
The Journey
Not so long ago, the separate
realms of corporate legal, finance
and procurement existed like citystates of Ancient Greece; sovereign

states that functioned as small
independent countries, consisting
of a single city and their respective
dependent territories. In this world,
for example, Sparta might have to
trade with Athens, but their interests
remained primarily their own.
Corporate legal departments have
historically believed that no one —
other than one of their own — could
really understand their concerns.
Likewise, corporate finance held
the purse strings and viewed other
business units, including legal,
with caution; while procurement
was viewed as a wholly-owned
subsidiary primarily beholden to
finance in its on-going mission to
zealously guard the assets of the
company.
Right or wrong, the perception
created by these beliefs was that
legal lived within its own walls
and worked according to its
own rules, finance guarded the
sacred financial statements, and
procurement measured and cut

unit costs wherever possible, while
attempting to “balance” the need to
reduce spend against the need to
ensure adequate levels of service.
This delicate dance all too often
creates a factionalized “us versus
them” scenario that worked to no
one’s ultimate benefit.
Most recently, however, a
corporate
paradigm
shift
(from this way of thinking)
has increasingly become clear.
Traditionally seen as a non-revenue
center of the business, legal has
now become an area of assessment
for value and efficiency, given the
developing science of quantitative
and qualitative analysis being
performed within other high-spend
corporate functions. Six Sigma and
its consulting brethren arrived and
gained major influence in spend
planning and performance, as
companies looked to drive down
costs in areas (like legal) where
they had feared to tread before. This
movement of microscopes even
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extended to legal service categories
with multiple variables, such as
litigation and investigations.
Forced into the same room,
corporate legal departments began
the difficult task of interacting with
finance and procurement to identify
and assess comparative value, and
eventually competitively bid out
external legal services it once had
the exclusive domain to command
under its learned expertise.
No longer afforded its previously
enjoyed “cardinal” status, many
feared that the corporate legal
department was slowly being
commoditized and now judged in
the same light as all other company
business units. Heresy!

The Big Three
The doctrine of “the enemy of
my enemy is my friend” has been
employed by several nations during
turbulent times in human history.
We have witnessed disparate actors
— despite inherent differences and
perspectives — working together
to meet and overcome existential
threats once they became convinced
that their survival depended on
mutual cooperation and assistance.
During WWII, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt and Prime Minister
Winston Churchill were very wary

of the Soviet Union under the
leadership of Marshal Joseph Stalin.
Despite this apprehension, both
nations developed policies that
supported the creation of a full
alliance — the Allied Powers — with
the complete understanding that
Soviet participation was crucial to
victory over the Axis and establishing
an enduring peace once the war was
over.
Today,
ferocious
global
competition, continuing market
disruption and existential financial
threats pose very similar challenges
to
the
continued
profitable
operations of most corporate entities
operating anywhere in the world.
In many ways, it looks — and feels
— like a global conflict that will
determine winners and losers in a
post-war business world.
As a result, victory over these
threats requires similar cooperation
— and alliances — between
company business units to persevere
and triumph in today’s fiercely
competitive business environment.
Cracking the Seal
At the onset, it is critical to
understand that trust must be
earned and is not to be assumed.
While procurement may have
built trust with finance through
collaboration across other company
business units, that experience
typically did not extend to legal.
First and foremost, building trust
begins with a simple, yet focused
truth: There is no substitute
for getting to know your legal
stakeholders as people. This goes
far beyond the numbers and involves
time honored relationship building.
That means meeting face-to-face

often and listening twice as much as
speaking. In particular, procurement
professionals must ask themselves a
series of questions at the outset of
their engagement with legal:
● Who are our legal team members?
● What motivates them?
● How do they perceive value?
● Where did they go to law school?
● Where have they practiced law
(before joining our company)?
● How long have they been at the
helm of our company?
● How are they viewed as a legal
function with our company?
● What is their self-perception of
their role within our company?
● What would they like to change
(e.g. pain points on both sides of
that equation)?
● How can we help them achieve
it?
● How can we help them get it
done as quickly as possible?
The latter questions offer critical
guidance as to how procurement
can evolve and eventually be seen
as an entity that builds trust and
implements positive change that
has a collateral impact across all
company operations.
Relationship building is not
a light touch activity. It requires
concerted ongoing efforts to prove
out each person’s and team’s
reciprocal value to one another,
particularly when doing so with
some of the most educated and
valued teams such as legal. First
steps can be simple and purposeful
introductions
aimed
towards
transparency
and
synergistic
purpose.
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While there is not one particular
way procurement can solve issues
for legal and build trust in the
process, validating procurement’s
skill set to legal through partnering
opportunities opens the door.
Providing legal a research arm for
competitive intelligence, improved
efficiency processes and practices
to extract greater value from outside
counsel are a healthy start. By
becoming an educator and source of
valuable information, procurement
can build credibility and is now one
step closer to becoming a trusted
adviser.
Targeting the Opportunity
With an estimated $239 billion
annual cost for civil lawsuits in the
U.S. alone for 2017, $48 – $120
billion is attributable to discovery.
Procurement teams that partnered
with legal and finance reported
saving 21 percent in annual
legal spend, driving out $10 – $25
billion in cost, according to a 2018
Buying Legal Council survey.
Death of Outdated Unit Rate
Analyses
As corporate legal, finance, and
procurement departments amassed
more knowledge and experience
in working together, collaborating
with key external partners, an
interesting result was observed:
driving down project task unit rates
separately (versus identification of
key total project efficiency metrics)
dis-incentivized good behavior from
outside providers. Said another way
“seeking the lowest unit rates for
every project line item (as a primary
selection criteria) conversely increased
total project spend.”
What could possibly be the reason

for total project cost rising when
every individual project unit rate
was driven down to the bone? The
answer was ultimately not surprising:
“As providers were forced to lower
all individual project unit rates,
they became incentivized to act
inefficiently in order to push more
units through the project to preserve
any remaining margin and maximize
revenue.”
What are the lessons learned?
1. Identify the true measure of
total cost of ownership;
2. Focus on only key metrics
for overall project efficiency (see
data reduction/cull rate below);
3. Partner with experienced
and reputable providers to
share some level of that total
cost of ownership and project
efficiency exposure (Skin in
the Game –
https://www.
law.com/corpcounsel/sites/
corpcounsel/2018/01/19/skinin-the-game-how-to-reachappropriate-fee-agreements/?slre
turn=20180808203903), and;
4. Analyze whether to make,
buy, or rent some combination
of the two.
Using eDiscovery as an example,
total cost of ownership equals the
sum total of all project costs from
collection,
processing/hosting,
review and production, divided by
the data throughput. This definition
results in a total cost per gigabyte and
is your true measure of eDiscovery
total cost of ownership.
Understanding the data reduction
(cull) rate (measured from post-initial
data collection, filtering, de-duping
and de-nysting to what percentage
of the data corpus is then promoted

to managed document review) is
also a critical project efficiency
metric to track and police, as it can
profoundly reduce total project cost
at an attainable 90% data cull rate
and above. Providers can guarantee
this and should be held accountable
to do so.
How do you gather the data you
need? Start with the total amount
spent on eDiscovery:
● eDiscovery Providers
1. Technology
2. Document review
● Outside Counsel
1. Document Review
2. eDiscovery tasks
3. eDiscovery technology costs
● Total amount of discovery data
1. Gigabytes collected, ingested,
hosted, reviewed, produced,
etc.
● Establish a baseline of your total
project cost per gigabyte of data.
Building the Alliance

How do these alliances — post
formation — get taken to the next
level?
By partnering with an experienced
and dedicated 3rd party service
provider team (properly aligned
with a client’s overall business
goals), corporate finance, legal, and
procurement departments are able
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to track and – when necessary –
police total project spend at a matter
and portfolio level. By combining
the talents of a dedicated corporate
multi-disciplinary team with an
experienced and well regarded
third-party services provider, best
practices can be consistently applied
by all parties — including outside
counsel — so that the desired service
level commitments are achieved.
Next, conduct a spend analytics
process, combined with electronic
invoice review/auditing, to ensure
playbooks and guidelines are
created for service and project
delivery (reviewed and updated with
regularity) that consistently follow
the rules of the road to achieve the
targeted spend reduction.
To institutionalize the changes
being implemented and cement
the
alliance,
outside
counsel
convergence and captured provider
initiatives can complete the initiative
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and deliver extremely powerful
business impact in conjunction with
these new controls.
It is also imperative for senior
legal management to fully support
all of these efforts, with their
commitment to evangelizing new
processes internally within the
legal department and externally
with outside counsel for maximum
impact.
Some Final Thoughts
The objective of legal, finance,
and procurement building a trusted
relationship is very attainable based
upon ongoing value-add investment
in
the
working
relationships
together. The business impact of
this achievement ultimately results
in increased process efficiencies,
more successful joint initiatives,
the alignment of mutual interests
to decrease spend, and the fortified
ability to solve for the continued
challenges ahead.
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